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"Contactless" And Loving It: A Conversation
with London's Oli Epp
Richard Heller Gallery // March 16, 2019 - April 27, 2019
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quirky and hyper-ﬂat way of capturing everyday moments and parodying the familiar life routines. We've followed by covering his
Paris debut, his Amsterdam residency, and eventually featured him in our Summer 2018 issue.
So knowing that his LA debut solo show with Richard Heller gallery was bound to be the one to remember, we patiently waited until
he ﬁnished and shipped out all the works before we reached out and had a chat with him about this milestone show. Turns out Epp
felt the same about this showcase, so it was great to hear about the background of the new, large-scale works, touch the hot topic of
Internet trolls, as well as hear about his exciting future plans.
Sasha Bogojev: How important does your LA debut feel to you?
Oli Epp: It honestly feels like a pivotal moment in my career. I’m honored to be working with Richard Heller. He has given me some
excellent exposure through publications, digital press and more. The largest paintings in my show have been bought by major
collectors... I’m over the moon about that.

Congrats on that! Did the importance of the show add the pressure to your work process and was it a good or a distracting pressure?
The pressure was on for sure. I knew I needed to raise the bar from my last solo show as more people are watching... I’ve showcased
some new compositions, ideas, and color combos. Developing this body of work felt very organic, I let one painting inform the
decisions of the next and so forth.
The gallery space itself is double the size of my last solo show so it only felt natural to increase the scale of the paintings.
Is there a common idea/theme between the works made for the show?
The show is called Contactless. The recurring theme is man's relations to technology and consumption. In this body of work, I’m
portraying the darker side of everyday life riddled with neurosis, obsession, and with a twist of humor.
I see you've revisited some older works, like the suntan ones. Why is it important for you to go back to some works?
I just loved making the Tanning Shop paintings. I think the sunbed is a really peculiar, almost alien, space where people go to look
more desirable. I’m a regular sunbed abuser, I usually go when I have low self-esteem. I burn my skin by choice. Painting it feels like an
act of therapy or catharsis. I get to laugh at my habitual tragedies through paint.

It looks like some of the works are having a direct reference to LA. Like the one about Scientology. Were the works planned with that
in mind and why Scientology?
I didn’t make the painting because of geography. Sure the Scientology logo appears to mimic the glow of the Hollywood sign. However,
this painting, The Minister, was made in direct response to a curious encounter I had at a Scientology Church in Copenhagen. For
research purposes, I sat the 90-minute personality exam in the church and had an hour consultation with the female minister... I won’t
tell you the rest of the story.
Ah, that is unfair! I do feel like the subjects are sharper, more provocative, and edgier so to say this time. Do you feel that the body of
work is different in any way from your previous shows?
The new body of work has an air of loneliness about it. My life is changing. I have gone through a lot of personal battles this year with
app addiction, Internet trolls, relationship therapy, being burgled the list goes on. So I would deﬁnitely say that the new paintings are
less ‘PG’.
Did you have any themes/subjects you wanted to work with but had to censor for any reason?
Nope. Richard Heller gave me free reign, no rules, no limitations.

What are your best hopes about this show and what are your worst fears about it?
My hopes are that the paintings revived some strong critical appreciation. However, I don’t want to jinx that! Honestly, I have no fears,
I’m in very good hands. Mr. Heller has been spoiling me silly.
What are you working on next, now that Contactless is up and running over at Richard Heller gallery?
I’m doing a killer group show in Malmö, Sweden with Carl Kostyál in May. So many amazing artists are involved such as Austin Lee or
Cheyenne Julienne. I’ve also just launched an artist residency called PLOP in London with my special friend Andrea Emelife, who
wrote the thought press release for this show. We received a very generous donation to run the project for one whole year. The website
is www.plop-residency.com. Check it out!
Oli Epp's Contactless will be on view at Richard Heller Gallery through April 27, 2019.
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Kayla Mahaffey: Resilience, Vibrancy, and
Nostalgia

E Pluribus Unum: A Conversation with
Marcus Jansen

No doubt, 2020 has been one of the most tumultuous years in recent
memory, but the Big Bang created stars, and Chicago-based painter Kayla
Mahaffey is a glittering example. Her Deconstructed solo sho

The life journey of NY-born artist Marcus Jansen strongly informed the focus
of his work which speaks of the powerful struggle to grapple with the
nuanced reality of our time, while promoting dialogu
;
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Ralph Eugene Meatyard: The Family
Album of Lucybelle Crater

Serena Mitnik-Miller's Inspired Nature
Works and Abstractions in "U N A" @
Sarah Shepard Gallery, Marin

Working outside of the photographic mainstream, Ralph Eugene Meatyard's
imagery consisted largely of symbolic dramas, set in ordinary, often
abandoned places and enacted mostly by his own family. Tak
September 11, 2020

Sarah Shepard Gallery is pleased to announce a solo exhibition with painter
Serena Mitnik-Miller featuring new works in her iconic earth tones, elemental
blues and jewel tones. Mitnik-Miller is
September 10, 2020
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Back to the Future: The Building as
Artifact in Daniel Rich's Newest Work

Into Open Air: Kyle Dunn @ PPOW
Gallery, NYC

My admiration for Daniel Rich’s architecturally-inspired paintings and
reverence for buildings as silent tomes of our existence, as well as his ability to
imbue a city or structure with such streng

I almost have no conceptual idea of what it might feel like being in open air at
the moment considering the conditions in California, but there was so much
to digest from the title of Kyle Dunn's new
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Art in Uncertain Times: Bearing Wonderful
Fruit with Jonny Green

Music Video: Aesop Rock "The Gates"
Directed by Rob Shaw

"Lockdown started in a state of blind panic once I realized that I might be
unable to get to my studio for what could be months," Jonny Green writes
from Newcastle/Middlesbrough when we checked in a
;

In lieu of what appears to be the apocalypse hitting the West Coast of the
United States at the moment, may be introduce a diversion in the form of our
friend Aesop Rock's newest track, "The Gates,"
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Phantom Gates and Falling Homes:
Cheyenne Julien's Intimate Portrayals of
NY Life @ Chapter NY

The Academy of Art University's Spring
Shows Keeps on Springing

"I think creating through lived experience is the only way I know how to speak
about any larger issue in the world," Cheyenne Julien told us years ago in a
feature in our print edition. "My practice

Academy of Art University’s Spring Show takes place annually—yes, in the
Spring—and continues to thrive, despite this being 2020! What has
traditionally been an extravaganza of student work fro
September 09, 2020
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The Drip: Craig Costello on the early days
of Krink

Amoako Boafo: I Stand By Me @ Mariane
Ibrahim, Chicago

To talk with Craig Costello is to appreciate the beautiful aesthetic of the
perfect mess. The graffiti writer known as KR, celebrated for experiments in
creating the Krink brand of graffiti markers a

Sometimes you can spot a star in the making. Ghana-born painter Amoako
Boafo, who now splits time between Vienna and Accra, Ghana, paints skin
with a unique blend of browns and blue-ish hues, and cre
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Invader Was In Marseille

Cig Harvey: Pink is a Touch Red is a Stare

Nine months since his last invasion of the Tunisian island of Djerba, and only 3
months after his recent solo exhibition in Hong Kong, Invader recently
announced his latest offensive in Marseill
;

"Pink is a Touch Red is a Stare" dives into Cig Harvey's fascination with the
evocation of emotions. Her repeated use of vibrant and dramatic floral
themes is a means to initiate, or even provoke, ra
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Juxtapoz Opens "The Print Shop" with
Fundraiser for the Museum of African
Diaspora

Some People: An Interview with Julian
Pace

Today, Juxtapoz is excited to announce the launch of "The Print Shop," our
new series of giclee prints printed in collaboration with The Print Space in
London. We will be sharing releases as often as

With the hopeful spector of reopening, we're happy to see some of our
favorite projects finding ways to proceed with their programs. One of them is
The La Brea Studio Artists Residency which recently
;
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Street Opera: The Photographs and Films
of Khalik Allah

Cassi Namoda: The Sense of Saudade

It is easy to walk through a city not making eye contact, but for Khalik Allah
this contact is essential. He sees each individual he photographs. And his
photographs in turn allow us to see them, to

Cassi Namoda is a soothsaying painter who explores the duality of
Mozambique’s post-colonial identity. Storytelling through metaphorical
female protagonists, she distills history, bringing emotiona
September 07, 2020
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The Stunning Layers and Presentation of
Patrick Quarm "SALVAGED IMPERIAL" @
Albertz Benda

8th Ply: A Deep Look Into the Evolution of
Skate Art Curated by Sasha Bogojev

It's hard to classify the beautiful and layered works of Patrick Quarm. Is it
painting, textiles or collage? But in the end, its all of that and more, as his
works become almost site-specific present

Do you rememvber 2020? It was a year that was supposed to happen, maybe
even happen a certain way. The haze and turmoil and, at least in Europe,
subsequent shutdown and moves to re-open have brought
September 04, 2020
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Solve For X: Matt Lipps' Carefully
Constructed Photographic Tableaus

Here Comes The Rooster: Ryan Travis
Christian in Hong Kong

Over the past twenty years, Matt Lipps has developed a distinctive
photographic practice that pays tribute to the history of twentieth-century
photography while also questioning the dominant myths th

Back to Hong Kong after being first introduced to the local audience by Over
The Influence during the Art Basel week in 2019, Ryan Travis Christian
opened his solo debut with the Hong Kong and LA-bas
;
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TOMO77 Releases Set of Prints Based on
His "Pandemico" Series

Richard Colman Set to Release "(Red,)
Figure, Three Heads" Print with Louis Buhl
& Co, Detroit

As we just noted with Richard Colman's new print and upcoming releases out
now or on the horizon, Portland-based artist Tomo77 (aka TonyAguero) has
created this 4-print series reflecting the imp
September 03, 2020

Taking stock of what releases are upcoming in the early part of September,
past Juxtapoz cover artist Richard Colman is set to release a new print
edition, (Red,) Figure, Three Heads, with Louis
September 03, 2020

